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Semi Automatic Cotton Candy Machine



Power on the device

Please connect the device to the power supply and turn on the

leakage protection switch on the side.
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Please connect the device to 

the power supply

Toggle up to power on 

the device



Waiting for the device to initialize

Please connect the device to the power supply and turn on the leakage protection

switch on the side.

Note: If initialization fails, please contact after-sales engineers for assistance.-

FlopsyCandyFloss team will put you in contact with after sales engineers
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Waiting for system initializationAfter the device is powered on, the LED 

light strip will light up and the system will 

start to boot



Instruction of standby interface

This page will introduce the description of the standby screen.

Note: This UI interface icon may change with the version upgrade, and will not

be notified
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Power on icon, press 

and hold for more 

than 3 seconds to 

power on

Device current 

temperature display 

(estimated value)



Instructions for booting up the heating interface

After starting up, wait for the device to heat up interface instructions.

Note: During the start-up phase of the device, it is not recommended to use the

cleaning function when the temperature is lower than 175°C to prevent

abnormalities in the device.
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Device shutdown icon, press 

and hold for more than 3 

seconds to shut down

Wait for the device to heat up

When the temperature of the device rises to 

the preset value, the cleaning button icon 

will appear



Instructions for standby interface

When turning on the device for the first time, please wait until the temperature of

the device rises to 195°C and then cools down to 185°C again before proceeding.

Note: When using for the first time, please press the cleaning button every 5-8

seconds until the device sprays water mist.
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After each change of water, please press
the cleaning button every 5-8 seconds
until the device sprays water mist.

If the device rises from
room temperature to above
180C° each time, please
wait for 5 minutes before
using it.

To turn off the device, press and
hold the power button for more
than 3 seconds.

cotton candy color selection area.



Start making cotton candy

Click the colorful cotton candy icon, and the screen will jump to an interface

reminding you to insert the paper stick into the robot arm of the device.

Note: Only instructions for making colorful cotton candy are shown here.
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Click the colorful cotton 
candy icon

Return to the standby 
interface for making 
cotton candy.

Remind inserting stick into the robot arm



Insert the paper stick into the robot arm

Take the paper stick and insert it into the robot arm, click the "GO"
icon on the screen to confirm the start of making cotton candy.
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Click "GO" to start 
making cotton candy.

Please insert the paper stick 
into the robot arm.



Wait for the device to heat up

After waiting for the device to finish heating up, it will
start to enter the prompt interface for making cotton 
candy.
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Wait for heating up

Progress indicator in cotton candy making.

The currently cotton 
candy color.

Forcibly stops cotton candy
making.
Do not use unless in special 
circumstances



Finished making cotton candy

After waiting for the device to finish heating up, it will start to enter the prompt interface
for making cotton candy.
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When this page is displayed on the screen, it 
means that the cotton candy has been made.

Pull the paper stick upwards to 
remove the cotton candy



Finished making cotton candy

After waiting for the device to finish heating up, it will start to enter the
prompt interface for making cotton candy.
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Display of colorful cotton candy.

Click the candy mark on the screen to return 
to the cotton candy color selection interface.



Thanks for watching
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